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Abstract—In this paper, forward kinematic derivation of a
deployable suspended cable robot (DSCR) is investigated. Since
the positions of the cable attachment points in this robot are not
accurately available, the forward kinematics of the robot would
not provide an accurate estimate for the end effector position.
This paper proposes two methods to improve the accuracy of
the forward kinematic solutions. First, an analysis on parameter
sensitivity is presented and effective parameters are extracted.
Then, based on these parameters and by using the redundant
equations of the DSCR, a new set of equations for forward
kinematic analysis are derived. The second method proposed
in this paper is based on a geometrical analysis of kinematic
uncertainty bounds. Finally, using the simulation results the
effectiveness of the proposed methods is veriﬁed by illustrating
the signiﬁcant accuracy improvement in the obtained end effector
positions.

I. I NTRODUCTION
In a parallel cable driven robot, the end effector is connected
to the ﬁxed frame by several cables. The large work space,
great speed and high acceleration capabilities alongside with
the simple mechanical structure are among the advantages of
this robots. Over the last decade, many researches have studied
in the ﬁeld of cable robots; however, still their applications
are very limited compared to that of conventional robots.
Introducing a simple and deployable design for the cable
driven robots may signiﬁcantly inﬂuence their wider use in
industrial applications. This causes the installation of the robot
not to be limited to a ﬁxed and well calibrated structure and a
highly accurate calibration process is no longer required. By
this means the robot may be easily moved from one place
to another. Such designs are considered to have desirable deployable characteristics and faster installation process, which
makes them more applicable.
The idea of rapidly deployable cable driven robots was proposed in [1]–[3] for the case of help and rescue applications.
This design is very suitable as a rescue robot in natural catastrophe such as earthquakes [4]. In fact, the large workspace,
the capability for carrying heavy loads and the possibility of
fast installation make this class of robots suitable for many
rescue missions. Agriculture industries and automated farm
lands may also be named as another application which is
readily accommodated by such robots [1].
Nowadays, cable driven robots called Spidercams are commonly used for imaging large sport stadiums. ARAS-CAM

Fig. 1. Prototype of a deployable suspended cable driven robot called ARASCAM.

robot is also a DSCR which is designed for imaging purposes
as shown in Figure 1. The main difference between this cable
driven robots and the conventional ones is the simplicity of
the installation which signiﬁcantly reduces the cost of using
them in the ﬁeld of imaging.
In deployable cable driven robots, kinematic dimensions and
parameters of the robot is not accurately measured, and this
uncertainty in the measurement will affect many parameters of
the robot model. This introduces many challenges in terms of
controller design, meeting the required performance [2]. The
ﬁrst issue to be considered is to solve the forward kinematics
of the robot. By sensitivity analysis of the kinematic equations
one may ﬁnd the inﬂuence of the parameters in the calibration
process [5]. By recognizing important and effective parame-
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B. Forward Kinematic Solution
In order to solve the forward kinematic of the ARAS–
DSCR, from the set of four equations of (3) for i = 1, 2, . . . , 4,
one may select three of them, and directly calculate the
position of the end-effector. If equations related only to the
cable one to three are selected, DSCR forward kinematic
solution may be written as follows:
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Fig. 2. Kinematic schematics of deployable suspended cable robot.

ters, the process of installation and calibration of the robot
may be signiﬁcantly improved [6].
Forward kinematic solution for a parallel robot is a challenging problem [7]–[9]. In deployable cable driven parallel
robots for which the kinematic parameters are not known
accurately, solving the forward kinematic problem is more
challenging. In this paper, by using redundancy of the actuators and considering parameter sensitivity of the robot,
a more accurate solution for the DSCR forward kinematic
problem is represented. For this means and in the next section,
ARAS DSCR kinematic analysis is investigated and inverse
and forward kinematic relations are derived. Then, parameter
sensitivity of the forward kinematic relations is addressed and
sensitive parameters are reported. In section IV, based on
the sensitive parameters, modiﬁed forward kinematic relations
based on least squares method and geometrical algorithm
are derived. Finally, by presenting simulation results of the
ARAS DSCR, the efﬁciency of modiﬁed kinematic relations
are veriﬁed.

where z has two solutions and according to the work space
speciﬁcations of the suspended robot, the negative solution is
correct.
It should be noted that in the above relation the loop closure
equation of the fourth cable is not used. Regardless of the
length of the forth cable, by using the ﬁrst three equations the
end-effector position may be found. Furthermore, based on
equation 4, for the forward kinematics to be solved, the exact
values of parameters a and b are to be known. In this paper,
this approach for calculating the forward kinematics is called
the conventional method. However, for the case of DSCR, the
exact values of kinematic parameters are not available, and use
of this approach is not recommended. Thus, sensitivity of the
robot to each geometric parameters is evaluated and analyzed
next to be used in the proposed algorithm.

III. S ENSITIVITY A NALYSIS OF DSCR S

II. K INEMATIC M ODELING
This section is devoted to deriving the kinematic relations
of the DSCR. Firstly, the inverse kinematic relations of a cable
robot with four actuators are derived. Then the Jacobian matrix
of the robot is calculated. Fig. 2 illustrates a DSCR with four
cables. The loop closure relationship for the robot as shown
in Fig. 2 is given as follows.
→ −
−
→ −→
Li = P − PAi , i = 1, 2, . . . , 4.
(1)

As mentioned before, DSCR suffers from the presence of
kinematic uncertainty. In this section, the inaccuracy due to the
uncertain installation process of the robot is investigated for
the robot in hand similar to what is presented in [5], [10], and
the most effective parameters are identiﬁed. For this reason,
at the ﬁrst step, the DSCR kinematic closed loop equation is
rewritten as
fi (x, y, z, xi , yi , zi , li ) = 0,

In what follows, inverse and forward kinematic relations are
derived.

i = 1, · · · , 4.

(5)

Through differentiation of the above relation with respect to
each one of its arguments one may write:

A. Inverse Kinematic Solution
Rewrite the loop closure relation algebraically as follows:
(li )2 = (P − PAi )T (P − PAi )

(4)

∂ fi
∂ fi
∂ fi
∂ fi
dxi + · · ·
dx +
dy +
dz +
∂x
∂y
∂z
∂ xi
∂ fi
∂ fi
∂ fi
+
dyi +
dzi +
dli = 0.
∂ yi
∂ zi
∂ li

(2)

where li is the length of i’th cable. One may rewrite this
equation componentwise as:

li = (x − xi )2 + (y − yi )2 + (z − zi )2
(3)

(6)

Rewriting the above relations in the matrix form one may
write:

in which, the x, y, z and xi , yi , zi denote the position of the
end-effector and the attachment points of the i’th cable,
respectively.

Δx = J −1
x J p Δp = JΔp
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(7)

where

⎡

are independent from each other, and therefore, using ∞-norm
in the parameter space is suggested (C = ∞). Furthermore,
based on what is reported in [16], using ( f = 2) is more
suitable for investigation of the robot workspace. In order
to calculate this kinematic sensitivity, at the ﬁrst step, it is
necessary to ﬁnd the multi-dimensional vertices of the robot
work space. For this purpose, multi-dimensional vertices of
constraints in the geometric parameter space should be mapped
to the workspace using the Jacobian matrix:

⎤

x − x1 y − y1 z − z 1
⎢ x − x2 y − y2 z − z 2 ⎥
⎥
Jx = ⎢
⎣ x − x3 y − y3 z − z 3 ⎦ ,
x − x4 y − y4 z − z 4
⎡
v1
01×4 01×4 01×4
⎢ 01×4
v2
01×4 01×4
Jp = ⎢
⎣ 01×4 01×4
v3
01×4
01×4 01×4 01×4
v4

⎤

(8)

⎥
⎥
⎦
4×16

V xi = J V p j

in which,
x − xi ,

vi =

01×4 =

y − yi ,
0, 0,

z − zi ,
0,

0

li

For the robot shown in the ﬁgure 2 sixteen geometric parameters exist, j = 1, · · · , 16, and since the robot has three degrees
of freedom, then i = 1, 2, 3. After ﬁnding multi-dimensional
vertices in the workspace, the following relation may be used
in order to calculate the kinematic sensitivity represented in
the robot work space:

σX ∞,2 = max
x2j + y2j + z2j
(12)

,

.

In this representation, Δx denotes the robots error in the work
space and Δp denotes kinematic parameter error which is
expressed as follows:
Δx =

dx

Δp =

dx1

dy dz
dy1

T

dz1

,
dl1

···

dx4

dy4

dz4

dl4

j=1,...,16

T

B. Kinematic Sensitivity of ARAS–DSCR

(9)
By this means, kinematic parameter error is mapped by Jacobian matrix J to the error of end-effector. It should be noted
that this Jacobian matrix is different from the conventional
Jacobian matrix, by which the relation between the speeds of
the joints and the speed of the end-effector is found. Analyzing
this Jacobian matrix would reveal effective information about
the sensitivity value of the robot movement to the geometric
parameters [11]. By studying this Jacobian matrix, precious
information about the value of end-effector position error and
the mechanism by which the geometric uncertainties is being
inﬂuenced is obtained. Therefore, if the error of a parameter is
highly effective in the value of the robot motion error, special
attention must be paid to the accuracy of the construction
and assembly of the robot with respect to that parameter.
Especially in deployable cable driven robot for which the
geometric parameters repeatedly change, the parameters with
high sensitivity have to be well calibrated. In what follows
some criteria are proposed for better investigation of the
Jacobian matrix.

Our suspended cable driven robot is installed on the walls of
square-shaped Robotics Laboratory, with a dimension of about
8×6 meters, as shown in Fig. 1. Furthermore, the height of the
end-effector is measured relative to the height of the anchors,
in other words, parameter z = 0 at the anchors plane. Now we
investigate the sensitivity of the robot to different geometric
parameters. If in equation 11 the kinematic sensitivity only to
the cable length variables is calculated, Fig. 3 is achieved. As
it may be seen in the ﬁgure, the sensitivity of the robot near
to the plane of anchors is relatively high. This conﬁguration
of the robot is near to singularities. However, by lowering
the hight of the end-effector, the kinematic sensitivity is
signiﬁcantly decreased.
Fig. 4 illustrates the robot kinematic sensitivity with respect
to the component x of anchors for four different moving
platform heights. This ﬁgure shows that within the robot
workspace, sensitivity is highly changing. Especially, at the
vicinity of the anchors plane, the robot sensitivity is higher.
Therefore, it is necessary to accurately calibrate the component
x of the attachment points. Due to the symmetry of the robot,
the sensitivity to the component y of the anchors is similar to
that of x.
Fig. 5 depicts the robot kinematic sensitivity with respect
to the component z of the anchors for four different moving
platform heights. As it can be seen in this ﬁgure, in terms of
the kinematic sensitivity, the component z is less signiﬁcant
compared to that of x and y components. That is because all
the cable attachment points have almost the same z component,
but their position in the x and y plane is totally different.

A. Kinematic Sensitivity to Geometrical Parameter
In order to investigate the proposed Jacobian matrix, the
index of kinematic sensitivity of the robot to geometric parameters is deﬁned. It is proposed to use the upper bound of
the end-effector error induced from unity-norm error of the
robot geometric parameters. [12], [14].

σxc, f = max ||x|| f
||p||C =1

(11)

(10)

In the above relations, C and f indicate the norm of constraint
and the objective function in kinematic sensitivity, respectively. As mentioned before, the kinematic sensitivity indicates
the upper bound of end-effector error due to the geometric
parameters error as a criterion for the robot accuracy. As it is
expected, the accuracy of geometric parameters of the robot

IV. F ORWARD KINEMATIC R ESOLUTION OF DSCR
As shown in previous section, uncertainty in kinematic
parameters is very inﬂuential on kinematic equations. In this
section, two methods two consider the inﬂuenced uncertainties
are introduced.
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In this part based on the effective parameters found in past
section and by using kinematic redundancy equations, equation
4 will be modiﬁed and represented by a linear regression form.
Then by using a least-squares solution the forward kinematic
problem in DSCR will be solved. For this purpose at ﬁrst,
consider 3 which consists of four equations. Subtract each two
following equations from one another in order to eliminate the
squared terms and to form four linear equations with respect
to x.
1 2 2
(l − l j − pTi pi + pTj p j ) = xT (p j − pi ),
(13)
2 i
i = 1, 2, 3, 4, j = 2, 3, 4, 1
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A. Least Squares Method
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In these equations, pi denotes the i’th anchor vectors and x
denotes the end-effector position vector. As it is seen these
set of equations for a linear regression model with respect
to x and a least–squares solution may be easily obtained to
estimate the optimum solution in terms of miming squared
error. It should be noted that the change of variable zi is much
smaller than that of xi , and yi ’s. Furthermore, as it is observed
in the previous section, the sensitivity of kinematic equations
to component zi is much smaller than to that of the other
two components xi and yi . Therefore, one may neglect the
variations in zi ’s from the resulting equations, and write the
ﬁnal linear regression formulation as follows.

[

Fig. 3. Kinematic sensitivity to cable length variation.
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U ×X =θ

(14)
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⎡

α1
⎢ α2
⎢
U =⎣
α3
α4



[

⎤
β1
β2 ⎥
⎥,
β3 ⎦
β4

⎤
θ1
⎢ θ2 ⎥
⎥
θ =⎢
⎣ θ3 ⎦ (15)
θ4
⎡

X=

x
y

,

where

αk = pxi − px j ,

Fig. 4. Kinematic sensitivity to x coordinate of attachment points.
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(18)

By using the above equations, the x and y components of
the end-effector position vector may be estimated. Using this
values for x and y and equation 4, the z component of the
end-effector position vector may also be calculated. by:

a
b
z = h − l12 − (x + ) − (y + ).
(19)
2
2
B. Geometrical Method

[

] í



(16)

Using this linear regression form, one may easily obtain the
minimum least-squares solution by:

] í


\

θk = li2 − l 2j − pTi pi + pTj p j

] í



βk = pyi − py j



Another method proposed in this paper to solve forward
kinematics problem is based on a geometrical analysis of
kinematic uncertainty bounds. The main idea of this method is
to ﬁnd all possible positions for the end effector by geometrical
analysis, and then to select an optimal solution among them.
Fig. 6 schematically demonstrate the proposed algorithm. As

[

Fig. 5. Kinematic sensitivity to z coordinate of the attachment points.
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it is shown in this ﬂowchart, from the robot workspace, a
reference coordinate is chosen and the nominal positions of all
the anchors relative to this point is marked. This origin point
is considered as the home of the robot which is optionally
selected in the workspace. At the next step, the uncertainty
bound of the anchor installation, which is the maximum
assumed position error of the anchors, is speciﬁed. One other
required parameter used in this method is the accurate length
of the cables which in practice is measured by the motor
encoders.
At ﬁrst, consider a sub-robot formed by a single cable
whose anchor position is uncertain. According to the cable
length, L and considering the amount of uncertainty in anchor
installation, R, the end-effector of this robot may be placed in
a volume limited by two spheres with radius L − R and R + L.
This volume is named the feasible space of end-effector. In
the case of a four cable robot, position of the end-effector is
located in the intersection of four sub-robot feasible spaces.
Figure 7 shows such a domain for ARAS–DSCR. If the
geometrical center, of the intersected feasible spaces (GCIFS)
is computed in the home position, one may obtain a mapping
which transforms the geometrical center to the end-effector
position. In other words, the GCIFS may indicate a desired
estimation for the end-effector position.
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To study the performance of the proposed algorithm, the
kinematics of ARAS robot is considered. In this simulation,
it is supposed that there is a 5 percent measurement error
in the estimated location of the anchors due to kinematic
uncertainty. Also, it is assumed that the accurate lengths of
cables can be measured. Then, by using the correct lengths
and applying the proposed methods, the estimated location
of the end-effector is calculated. By comparing the average
of the estimation errors of the proposed methods, it can be
concluded that both methods have better performance than the
conventional forward kinematics.
In order to investigate the accuracy and integrity of the
proposed algorithms and compare the results, a desired path
in the robot workspace is considered as shown in Fig. 8.
The considered spiral path contains a diversity of points in
the robot workspace to evaluate the accuracy of the forward
kinematic solutions.
Figure 8 shows the real positions and estimated locations
using different solution methods. Some representative points
of this path is illustrated in the ﬁgure I and their corresponding estimations are obtained using the conventional forward
kinematic method, least squares algorithm and geometrical
method. Also, the 2-norm of the estimation errors are presented in this table. as it is seen in these results, both methods
are improving the kinematic solution accuracies, while no
preference in using either of them are seen in different
examined points.
As mentioned before, the basic assumption on which the
proposed methods is based is to have the accurate lengths of
the cables. However, this assumption is only valid if accurate

Fig. 6. The proposed ﬂow chart of geometrical method for forward kinematics
solution.
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Fig. 7. Intersection of four feasible space to estimate the end-effector position.

and appropriate equipment is available, which is usually costly.
Moreover, when a cable is considered as a ﬂexible link, obtain-
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tainties in the deployable cable robots can highly affect the
kinematic equations. An analysis on parameter sensitivity of
the DSCR was presented and the importance of the parameters
in forward kinematic solution is categorized. By recognizing
effective parameters and by using the redundancy property of
the actuators, two methods for the DSCR forward kinematic
solution is presented. The ﬁrst proposed method uses a least
squares solution on a extracted linear regression model, while
the second method is based on geometrical interpretation of
uncertainty model. The accuracy and integrity of the proposed
methods are evaluated and compared on a path, and the
improvement in terms of accuracies are reported. It is seen that
both methods are improving the kinematic solution accuracies
and may be used in further online implementations.
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ing its accurate length using only the encoders is impossible.
Therefore, the forward kinematic solution for the deployable
robot in presence of cable length uncertainty is still an open
problem and further research should be done to address this
problem.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS
In this paper, in order to expand the applications of the
cable driven parallel robots, the idea of a deployable design
is considered, and inverse and forward kinematic solution for
such robots are investigated. It is shown that parameter uncer-
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